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With the opening of domestic financial market, foreign banks enter into the 
domestic market gradually. As we all know that foreign banks have advanced 
financial market concepts and mature financial service abilities. They put lots of 
pressure on domestic banks. On the other hand, this pressure urges domestic banks to 
improve their financial service ability and create a new profitable channel. In addition 
to the traditional way, such as the balance of deposit and credit domestic, banks are 
expanding their market scope to gain more profit by providing various and effective 
services. 
In dealing with the agency business, bankers will deal with a big amount of data 
about accounting. Therefore, bankers will transmit the data to enterprises through 
electronic method. In the process of data transmiting, because of the difference 
industry characteristic and treatment of software system, the arrangement of data that 
enterprises transfer to the bank's data files is different. This introduces various formats 
for banks which bring out many difficulty to banks. This dissertation is on the ground 
of "general management platform for special business", which is a project for data 
transmission between the China Construction Bank and enterprises. By analyzing and 
researching on relative technologies, this dissertation puts forward a set of processing 
mechanism, and achieves following purposes: when facing a new business need, the 
bank only need to configure and explode a few work to realize the goal. 
This dissertation focuses on the enterprise and the inter-bank data transmitting, 
makes a detailed analysis, and makes sure what the main problems exist, formulates 
the corresponding solution. At the same time, through the description and realization 
of the business demand to check the efficiency of this mechanism, then the bank can 
determine whether this kind of mechanism can achieve rapid meet market demand. 
Finally, through the research and implementation, certify disposal method 
brought out of this article, when facing the enterprise’s new requirements, only need 















and several steps configuration, little development, then can achieve the goal of rapid 
development of the market. 
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第一章  引 言 
1  








1.1.1  中间业务定义及分类 
中国人民银行于 2001 年定义[13]，商业银行中间业务是指不构成商业银行表
内资产、表内负债，形成银行非利息收入的业务。 
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